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GTSC-IFDE-448449 

Interstellar Format for Data Exchange 
Abstract 

The Interstellar Format for Data Exchange (IFDE) is a set of specifications describing the structure, 

content and methodologies for sharing information between parties. The entirety of the specification is 

defined via a set of interdependent documents that describe, in exhaustive detail, the various concerns 

which must be orchestrated to achieve the following goals: 

1. Universal identification of sending and receiving parties 

2. Establishment of base linguistic elements with which numeric and logical constructs may be 
conveyed 

3. Standardization of transport, encryption, time and spatially-based signing 

4. Compliance with audit and traceability regulations established by the Galactic Technological 
Standards Commission (GTSC), which governs the use of Non-Relativistic Mediums of 
Communication (NRMC). 

This sub-specification deals with the core language elements underlying all NRMC data traffic. 

Note that this document has been translated according to LA-UDA standards, with further reference to 

the LA-UBLA sub-documents. 

Terminology 

▪ GTSC: Galactic Technological Standards Commission 

▪ IFDE: Interstellar Format for Data Exchange 

▪ LA-UDA: Linguistic Algorithms for Ubiquitous Data Normalization 

▪ LA-UBLA: Linguistic Algorithms for Ubiquitous Binary Logic Normalization 

▪ NRMC: Non-Relativistic Mediums of Communication 

Standard Encodings for Information Exchange 

The base set of elements underlying all interstellar communication is described as the set of binary 

values between zero (0) and fifteen (15 dec), inclusive. Note that substantial extensions and derivative 

character sets are in widespread use. 

The base element set is as follows: 
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Each of the elements above represents a numerical value, along with common ways in which it may be 

interpreted, as described below: 
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1. Binary: the two-state value of the number (radix of 2). 

2. Octal: The eight-state value of the number (radix of 8). 

3. Decimal: The ten-state value of the number (radix of 10). 

4. Hexadecimal: The sixteen-state value of the number (radix 16). 

5. Cumulative: Each value within the IFDE is constructed via the cumulative overlay of delta (or 
significant) segments. The system is designed such that larger numbers are comprised of the 
entirety of the segments embodied within lower values, plus one differentiating segment. 

6. Base: Although both the cumulative and base expressions are equally correct, the base form is 
preferred. 

7. Delta: The additive segment that differentiates a value from the next lower value. The system is 
designed to support segment-level bitmasking. Each discrete value has a unique significant 
segment. 

Cumulative Segment Overlay 

The following figure illustrates that the difference between the cumulative value for eight and nine, for 

example, is equal to the delta (or significant) segment of the value nine. As noted, mathematical 

addition, and the binary operators of “and”, “or” and “xor” have the same effect in this example. 
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